2011 ATAR scores released - possibly the best ever HSC results for Knox

All smiles – these ten young men from the Knox class of 2011 celebrated scoring an ATAR of over 98 with the Headmaster and senior staff on 15 December 2011.

Back row – Mr John Weeks, Mrs Karen Yager, Jason Oh (99.75), Khosrow Kyanian (99.95), Matthew Yeldham (99.70), Cameron Atkinson (99.80), Max Turner (98.70), Matthew Galbraith (99.25), Mr Phil Harmer, and Mr Charles Hambling

Front row – Mike Crawford (99.60), David Kim (99.95), Sean Reading (99.90), Ashley Anderson (98.85)

A further fifteen boys (Sam Duncan 99.90, Francis Maxwell 99.90, Shawn Teo 99.90, Ben So 99.85, Matthew Green 99.85, Haywood Yeung 99.70, James Byers 99.65, Kelvin Guo 99.60, Melvin Ling 99.45, Nicholas Symons 99.45, Jeremy Whiteside 99.40, Logan Ho 99.40, William Xi 99.35, Thomas Goldie 99.20, and Benjamin Riley 99.1) also scored in the top 1% of the state leading the Headmaster to state that “these are possibly the best ever HSC results for Knox.”

Only 45 students in NSW scored 99.95 (the highest possible ATAR) and two, David Kim and Khosrow Kyanian, are from Knox and pictured right.

Three of the group pictured above (Matthew Yeldham, Sean Reading and Mike Crawford) were part of the successful Mock Trial team which won the state competition last year and represented Australia in the USA. Not surprisingly, these students intend studying law along with Khosrow Kyanian and Max Turner.